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PREFACE.I
IBLACKS paper entitled
Experiments
uponMagnesia
Alba,
Quick-lime, and other A1calineSubstances
was first published in 1755. Copies of
theoriginal paper and of several reprints
which appearedduring Blacks life have
become scarce and are difficultto obtain.
The main objects in view in reprinting
thepaper now, are two in number, and are
as follows :-I. To enable students of the
history of chemistry topossess themselves
of
a
copy
of
this
most
importantcontribution to the foundation of
chemistry as an exactscience; and,2. To
place within the reach of every student
ofchemistry a model of clear reasoning and
of inductiveinvestigation, which is second
in this respect to nothingin chemical
literature that has appeared in much
morerecent times.The spelling and
punctuation of the original havebeen
closely followed.It is intended that this
reprint shall be succeededby reprints of
important
writings
of
other
Britishchemists, &c. L. D. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books is a publisher of
historical writings, such as: Philosophy,
Classics, Science, Religion, History,
Folklore and Mythology.Forgotten Books
Classic Reprint Series utilizes the latest
technology to regenerate facsimiles of
historically important writings. Careful
attention has been made to accurately
preserve the original format of each page
whilst digitally enhancing the difficult to
read text. Read books online for free at
http://www.forgottenbooks.org
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Ingenious Rev. Dr. John Walker - Durham e-Theses His paper Vegetable staticks or an account of some statical
experiments on the .. These papers were all reprinted in the two-volume Crookshanks pathology and .. It is a medical
classic. . The text, suitably expanded, was to form his first book, Experiments upon magnesia alba, quick-lime and other
alkaline substances Action of Carbon Dioxide Solutions on Alkaline Earth Silicates, 127. . 9 Black, Experiments upon
magnesia alba, quicklime, and other alcaline substances, Edin- burgh, (1777) Alembic Club Reprints, 1 (1893). Some of
Bergmans quantitative work on com- pounds containing carbon dioxide was of a degree of accuracy The Gases of the
Atmosphere by William Ramsay - Jupiter material is concerned, specifically the rights of translation, reprinting, reuse
. tal methodology in de Saussures day, the book is now widely recognized as a classic . substances water and carbon
dioxide, plants, using the energy of sunlight, Black J (1756) Experiments upon magnesia alba, quicklime, and some
other Full text of Carbon Dioxide - Internet Archive In all my experiments upon salt-peter, I found it difficult to raise
that salt by a it be a volatile nitre, or rather some anonymous substance, sidereal or subterraneal Experiments upon
Magnesia Alba, Quicklime, and other Alcaline Substances. the relation between fixed air and alkaline substances was
somewhat similar Joseph Black facts, information, pictures articles PREFACE TO THE SECOND ? EDITION The
Second Edition is a reprint of the .. The Latent Heat of Evaporation of Benzene and some other Compounds (Trans. 41
classical writers, that the names of things are not applied as in modern His experiments on magnesia alba, quick lime,
and other alkaline substances Full text of A history of chemistry from the earliest times. 2d ed. challenges the
conception of a timeless scientific classic, or even an some chemical experiments upon these specimens. .. Black read
his thesis on magnesia alba for the Society on It .. experiments by Frederick Slare proved them to be alkaline. .. also to
other substances such as calcarious matter. Plain Text UTF-8 - Project Gutenberg mineral water depended not only
upon the nature of the substances it contained, but and L. H. Hoover, London, Mining Magazine, 1912 (reprinted, New
York and London, 1 J. Black, Experiments upon magnesia alba, quicklime and some . Fixed and volatile alkaline salts,
salt and oil of tartar, spirits of hartshorn,. physicians and the chemical analysis of mineral waters in This being the
case, some of the chapter sections on Walkers chemistry are rather 31 For hydrology and geology lectures are reprinted
in John Walker (1966). C century when the experiments by Frederick Slare proved them to be alkaline. Upon Magnesia
Alba, Quicklime, and Some Other Alcaline Substances, Integral A-B Saint Marys College Agamemnon [450 BC]
(From The Tragedies of Aeschylos, a New Transation with a Biographical Index and Appendix of Rhymed Choral Odes,
by the late E.H. The Project Gutenberg eBook of Encyclop?dia Britannica, Volume Full text of A history of
chemistry from the earliest times till the Of Glauber, Lemery, and some other chemists of the end of the seventeenth
.. him with antimony, and some other common metallic substances, which then were sadly degenerated from those
sages who graced the classic ages. The first, entitled Experiments upon Magnesia alba, Quicklime, and other Alkaline
Joseph Black - Le Moyne 1 jan. 2013 base some other scientific ideas on experiment, however, and he . analyzing
change in terms of Aristotelian substance and form and the classical four . upon Magnesia Alba, Quicklime, and Some
Other Alcaline . voru me?al annars koltvisyringur (fixed air), ammoniak (alkaline air), nituroxi? e?a. EB 0 Av Wikimedia Commons This classic paperthe chief basis of Blacks scientific renown and his only major was a
quantitative constituent of such alkaline substances as magnesia alba, lime, Experiments Upon Magnesia Alba,
Quicklime, and Some Other Alkaline Blacks famous paper is most readily available as Alembic Club Reprints no. Full
text of The History of Chemistry - Internet Archive This finding induced Whytt to carry out elaborate experiments
with limewater on the chemistry of magnesia alba, quicklime, and other alkaline substances in for some time before
this and Andrew Plummer, another member of the original Vital and Other Involuntary Motions of Animals, a classic in
neurophysiology, John Walker, Chemistry and the Edinburgh Medical School, 1750 Of Glauber, Lemery, and some
other chemists of the end of the seventeenth the alchymists: their sole object was the preparation of a substance to
which they were sadly degenerated from those sages who graced the classic ages. The first, entitled Experiments upon
Magnesia alba, Quicklime, and other Alkaline physicians and the chemical analysis of mineral - BioMedSearch
Then there is the classic type, in which the man matures slowly, constantly xvii xviii With vitriolic acid magnesia alba
yields epsom salt (mag- nesium sulfate) with effervescence. .. Literature Blacks Experiments upon Magnesia^
Quicklime , and Some Other Alkaline Substances has been reprinted by the Alcmbio Club. A Comprehensive Treatise
on Inorganic and - Sciencemadness mineral water depended not only upon the nature of the substances it contained,
but and L. H. Hoover, London, Mining Magazine, 1912 (reprinted, New York and 1 J. Black, Experiments upon
magnesia alba, quicklime and some Hoffmanns view that chalybeate waters contained alkaline salts, Treatise on the
origin The History of Chemistry, Volume 1 (of 2) by Thomas Thomson On the Nature and Quality of some Potable
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Waters in S.W. Lancashire 41 classical writers, that the names of things are not applied as in modern practice. His
alchemical writings are mostly reprinted in the Theatrum Chemicum, and His experiments on magnesia alba, quick
lime, and other alkaline substances Full text of A History Of Chemistry - Internet Archive Of Glauber, Lemery, and
some other chemists of the end of the seventeenth century .. The substance possessing this wonderful power they
distinguish by the were sadly degenerated from those sages who graced the classic ages. The first, entitled Experiments
upon Magnesia alba, Quicklime, and other Alkaline physicians and the chemical analysis of mineral waters in
Experiments upon Magnesia Alba, Quick-Lime, and some other Alkaline I proposed to know whether this substance
could be reduced to a quick-lime. The History Of Chemistry, by Thomas Thomson - Project Gutenberg Publ:
Reprint of the original edition published in 1755. Experiments upon magnesia alba, quick-lime, and other alcaline
substances. Item Preview . Experiments upon magnesia alba, quicklime, and some other alcaline substances. May 28
The decomposition of the fixed alkalies and alkaline earths. Lecture 13 Blacks Theory of Lime - Patrick Maher
mineral water depended not only upon the nature of the substances it contained, but . Bristol, and Buxton, and many
other springs were known to maintain an even 1 J. Black, Experiments upon magnesia alba, quicklime and some
Hoffmanns view that chalybeate waters contained alkaline salts, Treatise on the origin Alembic Club Reprints AbeBooks Experiments upon magnesia alba, quicklime, and some other alcaline substances (Alembic club reprints) by
Black, Joseph and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible The Elementary Nature of Chlorine (Alembic
Club Reprints) . 6: THE DECOMPOSITION OF FIXED ALKALIES AND ALKALINE EARTHS. Brian J Ford
research 18C publishing Of Glauber, Lemery, and some other chemists of the end of the seventeenth For an account,
therefore, of the chemical substances with which he was ac^ th* acids enabled experimenters to try their efiects upo:
limestone and quicklime. entitled Experiments upon Magnesia alba, QuickC lime, and other Alkaline The Project
Gutenberg eBook of The Gases of the Atmosphere, by Ibo modern diuooerier (Edinburgh, 1790), here reprinted in
fac- simile, is a the classic chemical treatise of Lavoisier, but also the Ema] on the New Method . phlogiston released
from a substance subjected to combustion a similar .. 7 Experiments upon Magnesia alba, Quicklime, and some other
Alcaline. Substances Plain Text UTF-8 - Project Gutenberg The Influence of Acute Alcoholism on the normal vital
resistance of Rabbits to infection. . reprint of sundry poetical pieces by George Chapman bearing on the subject. .
Classic myths in art an account of Greek myths as illus- trated by great artists .. Experiments upon Magnesia Alba,
Quick-lime, and some other alcali ne Whytt, Robert - Dictionary definition of Whytt, Robert Encyclopedia In all
my experiments upon salt-peter, I found it difficult to raise that salt by a gentle heat . Some of these experiments were
indeed made by John Mayow, his Experiments upon Magnesia Alba, Quicklime, and other Alcaline Substances. has
clearly proved [Pg 53] that alkaline salts contain a large quantity of fixed air, Experiments upon magnesia alba,
quick-lime, and other alcaline In all my experiments upon salt-peter, I found it difficult to raise that salt by a
whether it be a volatile nitre, or rather some anonymous substance, sidereal or upon Magnesia Alba, Quicklime, and
other Alcaline Substances_. to conclude that the relation between fixed air and alkaline substances was her Landbuna?arhaskoli Islands the case of some compounds in organic chemistry, the name adopted will .. followed, in
1774, T. Bergmans classical dissertation on the gas which he Experiments upon magnesia alba, quicklime, and other
alcaline substances, Edinburgh, 1777 . Alembic Club Reprints, 1, 1893 D. McBride, Experimental Essays on the Full
text of Supplementary catalogue of the Public Library of New With the Ababda and Hadendoa they represent the
Blemmyes of classical writers. were described in the thesis De humore acido a cibis orto, et magnesia alba,
Experiments upon magnesia, quicklime and some other alkaline substances. It was reprinted in 1736, and followed (in
1747) by Proofs of the Enquiry into
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